The paper studies a model of repairable systems which is exible enough to incorporate the standard imperfect repair and many other models from the literature. Palm stationarity of virtual ages, inter-failure times and degrees of repair is studied. A Loynes type scheme and Harris recurrent Markov chains combined with coupling methods are used. Results on the weak, total variation and moment convergences are obtained and illustrated by examples with IFR, DFR, heavy tailed, light tailed life time distributions. Some convergences obtained are monotone and/or at a geometric rate.
1 time X 2 has distribution F V 1 and the next failure time T 2 is given by T 1 + X 2 . The new virtual age V 2 at time T 2 equals (1 ? Z 2 )(V 1 + X 2 ), where Z 2 is a (?1; 1]-valued random variable. Proceeding this way yields a sequence = ((T n ; Z n ; V n ); n 1) of consecutive failure times T n , degrees of repairs Z n and virtual ages V n . We call N := (T n ; n 1) the failure process and let X n := T n ? T n?1 (T 0 := 0) denote the n-th interfailure time. If Z n 1, then all repairs are perfect and N is a renewal process. If Z n 0, then all repairs are minimal and N is non-homogeneous Poisson. In general, each Z n can depend on the process history at time T n and the corresponding conditional distributions yield a complete model description. The model includes a great variety of examples discussed in the literature, see e.g. Brown and Proschan (1983) , Block, Borges and Savits (1985) , Kijima (1989) , and Baxter, Kijima and Tortorella (1996) As a rule, performance measures of interest, such as mean number of failures in an interval or mean time till next failure, are not available in closed form. Consequently, we focus on some qualitative properties of the failure process. Following Ascher and Feingold (1984) we treat this process as a point process stressing the evolution of the system with the passing of time. The main questions we ask are whether there exists a steady state and how this state is approached. Answering these questions contributes to a better understanding of the way the system will meet its reliability requirements and is useful in deciding what needs to be done to make a system more reliable. We shall establish conditions guaranteeing the existence of a stationary sequence ((X o n ; Z o n ; V o n )) following the dynamics as required by our model and asymptotic stationarity of the original sequence ((X n ; Z n ; V n )) starting with any initial condition. In this case we call the system (event or Palm) stable. A non-stable behavior could, for instance, be due to a (strict) trend of the X n (or V n ) or to some kind of periodicity. The stability conditions are expressed quite naturally in terms of the mean residual life function m(v) := R xdF v (x), v 0, and the means of the degrees of repairs. If, for example, F is not heavy-tailed, then the system will be stable if the minimal average degree of repair is positive. If F is a heavy-tailed, then this minimal average degree has to be adjusted above a certain level determined by the form of the mean residual life function.
Of course, the steady state behavior of a system should not be overemphasized because, for example, the steady state reliability may be very low, and one should avoid then entering the steady state, or a system may remain in a transient state during most of its operating life. Therefore it is important to study the speed of convergence in approaching the steady state and possible monotonicity properties and bounds for systems in transient state. Restricting the range of dependence of the degrees of repairs we shall show under IFR and DFR ageing and suitable monotonicity assumptions that the system approaches its steady state in a monotone way if it is started with its \minimal" state. Without ageing and monotonicity assumptions we shall prove convergence to the steady state in total variation. In many cases this convergence turns out to be geometrically fast. Some of our conditions will imply that X o n and V o n have nite means given as the limit of the means of X n and V n .
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce our model of repairable systems along with item and system characteristics describing wearout of items or deterioration of the system. In Section 3 we shall use Loynes' scheme and tools of Harris recurrent Markov chains (see Meyn and Tweedie, 1993) to establish our stability results. The latter results will be generalized in the nal Section 4 to allow the repair decisions to depend on random memory of random but nite length. Several examples will illustrate our ndings.
The general model
A new item operates according to a life time distribution function F such that F(0+) = 0. We assume throughout the existence of the generic failure rate function r(t) which satis es 1fF(t) < 1g dF (t) 1 ? F(t) = r(t)dt: We put r(t) = 0 for t t F := infft 0 : F(t) = 1g, t F := 1 if F(t) < 1 for all t.
The system starts at time zero. Upon failure the item is repaired and without delay put back into operation. Denote the consecutive failure times by T 1 ; T 2 ; : : :. We assume here that all random elements are de ned over the underlying probability space ( ; F; P). It is convenient to allow our process to depend on an initial condition (Z ; V 0 ), where V 0 is the initial age of the rst working item. The meaning of Z needs some explanation. In Sections 2 and 3, (Z ; V 0 ) denotes an initial condition for the Markov chain (X n ; V n ; Z n ) (and might be there more explicitely written Z := Z 0 , cf. assumption (L)), whereas in Section 4 it denotes an initial random element incorporating the history of the failure process. Therefore, in the general model it is convenient to introduce a random element Z to model all initial conditions which might occur.
In our model, the time of the rst failure does not depend on Z and is distributed according to the residual life distribution F V 0 , i.e. P(T 1 tjV 0 ) = F V 0 (t); t 0:
We assume that V 0 < t F , so that F V 0 is well de ned. To describe the dynamics of the failure and repair processes we introduce a sequence Z 1 ; Z 2 ; : : : of (?1; 1]-valued random variables describing the degrees of repairs (resp. deterioration) at the consecutive failure times. These random variables determine by which proportion the item at failure will be revitalized (resp. deteriorated). To be more speci c, at the rst failure time T 1 the repaired item receives the life time distributed according to the residual life distribution F V 1 , where V 1 := (1 ? Z 1 )(V 0 + T 1 ). At the next failure time T 2 the operating item is older by T 2 ? T 1 . Now after repair it receives the life time with distribution function F V 2 (x) for V 2 := (1 ? Z 2 )(V 1 + T 2 ? T 1 ). In this way we successively de ne a sequence V 1 ; V 2 ; : : :, which represents the virtual ages of items just after failure and repair. We have V n = (1 ? Z n )(V n?1 + T n ? T n?1 ) (T 0 = 0) and P(T n+1 ? T n tjZ ; V 0 ; T 1 ; Z 1 ; : : : ; T n ; Z n ) = F Vn (t); t 0:
If Z n 0 then V n < t F almost surely for all n 1. If Z n < 0 is possible, then we simply assume V n < t F . (In case t F = 1 this is no restriction of generality.) The process de ned in continuous time by V (t) := t ? T n + V n , for T n t < T n+1 , n 0, is called the virtual age process. Of course V (T n ) = V n , V (T n ?) = V n?1 + T n ? T n?1 , and V (T n ) = (1 ? Z n )V (T n ?), n 1, where the notation " ? " after the arguments denotes the left hand limiting value. The stochastic process (t) := r(V (t?)), t 0, can be interpreted as a conditional failure intensity of the system. Under some smoothness and integrability assumptions it satis es the relationship E N(t+h)?N(t)jF t ] = (t)+o(h), where
1fT n tg; t 0; is the failure counting process and F t represents the history by time t, i.e. all the information available at time t. We refer to Br emaud (1981) and to Last and Brandt (1995) for detailed information about stochastic intensities and compensators of (marked) point processes. The model description is completed by specifying the form of the conditional distributions P(Z n+1 2 jZ ; V 0 ; T 1 ; Z 1 ; : : :; T n ; Z n ; T n+1 ), n 0.
The basic reliability characteristics of a replacement-repair model can be divided into two classes, those which describe wearout of an item and those which describe deterioration of a system. Wearout of an item is described by the generic failure rate function r(t); by the virtual age of an item at the n-th failure V n ; and by the (conditional) distribution functions (or failure rates) of the succesive interfailure times X n . Deterioration of a system is described by the conditional failure intensity (t) of having a failure at arbitrary time t; by the virtual age of an item V (t) at arbitrary time t; by the failure counting process (N(t)), and by the respective expected values of these characteristics, i.e. EN(t) = R t 0 (s)ds, where (s) = E (s); s 0. Further processes of interest characterizing deterioration of a system at arbitrary time t are A(t) = t?T N(t) and B(t) = T N(t)+1 ?t, which represent time to the last failure and to the next failure, respectively.
Let := ((T n ; Z n ); n 1) and N := (T n ; n 1). By specifying the degrees of repair at the consecutive failure instants (which can depend on the past evolution of the system), i.e. by de ning (Z n ) we come up with di erent speci c repair policies. As already mentioned above, perfect and minimal repair are special cases of our model. . Taking A n = 1 ? Z n we obtain the model II of Kijima (1989) .
In this model V (T n ) = A n X n + A n A n?1 X n?1 + + A n A 1 (V 0 + X 1 ), for X n = T n ? T n?1 , n 1. Again it is convenient to introduce a randomization within this model by taking Z n = D ?1 n (U n ), for an independent i.i.d. sequence (U n ) n 1 uniformly distributed on 0; 1]. The system parameters here are the function r(t), the distribution of (A n ) and the distribution of the initial age V 0 .
(ii) Take an i.i.d. sequence (A n ) n 1 with values in 0; 1] and Z n = (1 ? A n )X n (A 1 (V 0 + X 1 ) + + A n?1 X n?1 + X n ) ?1 ; for X n de ned as above. We have now the Kijima (1989) model I, where V (T n ) = A n X n + + A 1 (V 0 + X 1 ), n 1. In this model according to the following, easy to check, formula Z n = (1?A n )X n (1?Z n?1 ) (1? Z 1 )(V 0 + X 1 ) + + (1 ? Z n?1 )(1 ? Z n?2 )X n?2 + (1 ? Z n?1 )X n?1 + X n ] ?1 , the distribution of Z n depends on the past values of T 1 ; : : : ; T n , Z 1 ; : : :; Z n?1 and V 0 . Denoting this distribution, given V 0 = v 0 , T 1 = t 1 ; : : :; T n = t n , Z 1 = z 1 ; : : :; Z n?1 = z n?1 by D n ( ; v 0 ; t 1 ; z 1 ; : : : ; t n?1 ; z n?1 ; t n ) we shall represent additional randomization in this model by using an independent sequence (U n ) of i.i.d. uniformly distributed on 0; 1] random variables and taking Z n = D ?1 n (U n ; V 0 ; T 1 ; Z 1 ; : : : ; T n?1 ; Z n?1 ; T n ); n 1: 4
The system parameters of this model are again the function r(t), and the joint distribution of (A n ) n 1 and V 0 . (iii) Suppose that the degree of repair at the n-th failure depends on the past evolution of the system only through the location on the time axis of the n-th failure, and the repair can be either perfect or minimal. Such a situation can be described, in the previously used notation, by taking Z n = D ?1 n (U n ; T n ), where Block, Borges and Savits (1985) , that the degree of repair at the n-th failure depends on the virtual age of the functioning item just before failure, and the repair can be either perfect or minimal. Again using the previous notation, this situation can be modelled by taking Z n = D ?1 n (U n ; Z ; V 0 ; T 1 ; Z 1 ; : : : ; T n?1 ; Z n?1 ; T n ), where D n (z; z ; v 0 ; t 1 ; z 1 ; : : : ; t n?1 ; z n?1 ; t n ) = p(v(t n ?)) 1 (z) + (1 ? p(v(t n ?))) 0 (z); where p(t) is a xed function with values in 0; 1], (U n ) is an i.i.d. sequence uniformly distributed on 0; 1], and the numbers v(t n ?) are de ned recursively by v(t 1 ?) := v 0 + t 1 and v(t n ?) := (1 ? z n )v(t n?1 ?) + t n ? t n?1 , n 2. For p(t) p 2 0; 1] this is the model of imperfect repair as introduced by Brown and Proschan (1983) . The system parameters of this model are the functions r(t) , p(t) and the distribution of Z ; V 0 , where Z can be a general random element. This example can be generalized similarly as in Example (iii). (v) Suppose that the degree of repair at the n-th failure depends on the virtual age of the functioning item just before failure, and is given by Z n = g(V (T n ?))=V (T n ?);
for a xed deterministic function g(x) such that g(x) x. We have in this case D n (x; z ; v 0 ; t 1 ; z 1 ; : : : ; t n?1 ; z n?1 ; t n ) = g(v(tn?))=v(tn?) (x);
where v(t n ?) has been de ned in Example (iv).
(vi) In the model of Baxter, Kijima and Tortorella (1996) it is assumed that P(V n vjT 1 ; V 1 ; : : : ; V n ; T n ) = Q(T n ; 0; v]); v 2 IR; for a transition kernel Q(t; B) on IR + IR + . To t our model we have to de ne D n (z; t 1 ; z 1 ; : : : ; t n?1 ; z n?1 ; t n ) = Z 1 (?1;z] (1 ? y=v(t n ?))Q(t n ; dy):
We conclude this section by introducing some more notation. For a realization of the initial condition and resulting marked failure processes we write (z ; v 0 ; ), where = ((t i ; z i ); i 1). For the corresponding realization of the rst n marked failure points we write n = (t i ; z i ) 1 i n . Let for n 1 D n+1 (z; (z ; v 0 ; n ); t n+1 ) = P(Z n+1 zj(Z ; V 0 ; T 1 ; Z 1 ; : : :; T n ; Z n ; T n+1 ) = (z ; v 0 ; t 1 ; z 1 ; : : :; t n ; z n ; t n+1 ));
and D 1 (z; z ; v 0 ; t 1 ) = P(Z 1 zjZ = z ; V 0 = v 0 ; T 1 = t 1 ).
The family D := fD n ( ; ) : n 1g, the distribution function F (or the generic failure rate r(t)) and (Z ; V 0 ) determine entirely the distribution of the marked failure process ((T n ; Z n )) and in particular that of N = (T n ).
Stability of repairable systems
It is reasonable to expect that under some assumptions on the parameterr r, D and (Z ; V 0 ) our system will approach a steady state with the passing of time. Therefore we study the behaviour of ((X n+m ; V ? n+m ; V n+m ; Z n+m ); n 1) as m ! 1, where we recall that V ?
n := V (T n ?), V n = (1 ? Z n )(V n?1 + X n ); n 1:
Heuristically speaking, three characteristics seem to be of practical importance. The rst one is the failure process N (described by (A(t)), or by a sequence (X n ) of inter-failure distances), which can stabilize itself after some period of time to have a constant average rate of failures. In the transient phase it can possess some trend while approaching stability. There are di erent ways to express mathematically the phenomenon of stabilization of N. For example one can be interested in the convergence of (X n ; n 1), ( 1 n P n i=1 X i ; n 1), (EX n ; n 1) with n ! 1, and EN(t; t+h) with t ! 1, (Blackwell's type of results), or in the convergence in distribution of A(t) or (N(t+t 1 ; t+t 1 +h 1 ); : : : ; N(t+t k ; t+t k +h k )) as t ! 1. Also the convergence of EA(t) and E (t) can be of interest in connection with their monotonicity properties. The second characteristic of interest is the virtual age process (V (t)) together with its embedded characteristcs (V ? n ; V n ), where V ?
n := V (T n ?).
It is important to know whether a system operates according to some stable (in the average or in distribution) virtual age of a working item, and how the virtual age approaches stability. Finally the third characteristic of interest is the repair degree process (Z n ), which, when stable, expresses the stable required level of repair to keep the other processes stable. A general problem can be formulated as follows, what assumptions on F, Z ; V 0 and D will force the failure process, the virtual age process and the repair degree process to become stable in some sense. In this paper we shall concentrate on the discrete time process (X n ; V n ; Z n ), results in the continuous time context and their relations to the discrete time results will be considered elsewhere (see Last and Szekli (1997) ). Before going back to general considerations we shall give some simple examples illustrating the above sketched scenario.
Example 3.1 Suppose that Z n 1 and V n 0. Then V ? n = X n , and V (t) = A(t), where A(t) is the age process of the renewal failure process N. Standard results from renewal theory give for nonlattice F the convergence in distribution of A(t) to the stationary renewal distributionF(t) = m ?1 F R t 0 F(s)ds and EN(t; t + h) ! hm ?1 F , E (t) = m(t) ! m ?1 F as t ! 1, where m(t) = dEN(t)=dt is the renewal density. Moreover if F is spreadout then the distribution of A(t) tends in total variation toF. Under the additional assumption that F is DFR the situation becomes surprisingly elegant. In this case A(t) is stochastically increasing in t, and m(t), EN(t; t + h) are decreasing functions of t. (see Brown (1980) and Kijima (1992) ).
Example 3.2 Suppose (Z n ) is an i.i.d. sequence of f0; 1g-valued random variables with D n (u; ) = p 1 (u)+(1?p) 0 (u) as in Example 2.1 (iii) with p(t) p, i.e. N is the imperfect repair failure process. It is known then from Brown and Proschan (1983) , Theorem 3.7 that V (t) is stochastically increasing in t if F is DFR. We shall show later that with V 0 0, V ? n and V n are stochastically increasing in n if F is IFR or DFR. In these cases also X n tends monotonically in distribution to a honest limit, and EV ? n , EV n converge monotonically to a nite limit.
It is interesting to note that some additional randomization in the above example may result in lim n!1 EV n = 1. Example 3.3 Suppose that in the above example p is an independent random variable uniformly distributed on 0; 1]. In this case P(Z 1 = 1; : : : ; Z k = 1; Z k+1 = 0; : : : ; Z n = 0) =
which is a special case of the de Finetti representation. The Z n are symetrically dependent and the sequence (Z n ) is stationary. For V 0 = 0 we have then EV n = E((1?Z n ))E(X n )+ E((1 ? Z n )(1 ? Z n?1 ))E(X n?1 ) + + E((1 ? Z n ) (1 ? Z 1 ))E(X 1 ). For simplicity we assume now that F is the standard exponential distribution, so we have EV n = 1=2 + 1=3+ +1=(n+1), which tends to 1 as n ! 1. This example indicates that utilization of a prescribed stationary repair policy independent of the evolution of the failure process may result in a tendency that working elements tend to be old (with unlimited age on the average). This should be compared with the situation when Z n 's are deterministic with the same mean value 1=2 (Z n 1=2), or with imperfect repair with p = 1=2, in which cases EV n ! 1 (for F standard exponential). A similar argumentation can be applied if F is a gamma distribution function. Dependencies within the sequence (Z n ) alone can dramatically in uence stability of virtual ages.
Monotonicity
We impose on the failure time distribution as well as on the family D some montonicity assumptions. If the system is started with its minimal state, then (X n ; V ? n ; V n ; Z n ) approaches a limit in a stochastic monotone way. This limit might be in nite but if it is nite, then it de nes a steady state of the system. We start by recalling Loynes' lemma (see e.g. Rolski (1981) , p. 13).
Lemma 3.4 Let (S n ; n 2 Z Z) be a stationary and ergodic sequence of random elements of a measurable space S, and f : IR for all n 0, then there exist a sequence of (possibly dishonest) random variables (M n ; n 2 Z Z), on the same probability space satisfying (3.1) for all n 2 Z Z such that ((M n ; S n ); n 2 Z Z) is jointly stationary and ergodic. Moreover, for all k 2 IN, the joint distribution of (W i+1 ; : : : ; W i+k ) tends monotonically to the distribution of (M 1 ; : : : ; M k ), as i ! 1.
We can get more insight into the discrete time model by the following construction. For the basic failure distribution F (F(0) = 0), and for F, which is independent of (Z ; V 0 ) and let (U n ; n 1) be a i.i.d. sequence of random variables uniformly distributed on 0; 1], which is independent of (Y n ; n 1) and (Z ; V 0 ). whereT n :=X 1 + : : : +X n . Then ((X n ;Ẑ n )); n 1) and ((X n ; Z n ); n 1) have the same distribution.
Proof. Since F is continuous it is clear that F ?1 v 0 F(Y 1 ) is a random variable with d.f. F v 0 for all v 0 , because Y 1 has d.f. F. Now, from the assumed independence of (Z ; V 0 ) and Y 1 we have P(T 1 sjZ = z ; V 0 = v 0 ) = P(T 1 sjZ = z ; V 0 = v 0 ), s 0, which gives equality in distribution of (T 1 ; Z ; V 0 ) and (T 1 ; Z ; V 0 ). From the construction of Z 1 and independency of U 1 , (Z ; V 0 ) and Y 1 , we also have P(Ẑ 1 sjZ = z ; V 0 = v 0 ;T 1 = t 1 ) = P(Z 1 sjZ = z ; V 0 = v 0 ; T 1 = t 1 ), s 0, which implies that (T 1 ;Ẑ 1 ) is equal in distribution to (T 1 ; Z 1 ). Now, the conditional distributions for the next terms in the sequences (X n ;Ẑ n ) and (X n ; Z n ) given their respective past are identical, so the conclusion of the lemma follows by induction.
2
The above lemma provides a general representation of the marked failure processes of repairable systems as a deterministic transformation of the generic independent random variables V 0 , (Y n ) and (U n ). This transformation depends on the d.f. F, which determines the shape of and on the family D, which describes repair decisions.
In this subsection we are mainly interested in the case where F is IFR (or DFR) in which case function has nice monotonicity properties. 
In order to be able to apply the Loynes scheme in a simple way we restict in this paragraph the generality of possible repair decisions by limiting the range of dependence in D. We shall assume that the distributions of the successive repair degrees (Z n ), depend, at each step in the same way, on the last degree of repair, last inter-failure time and the virtual age of an item before the current repair only, more precisely, we shall use the following assumption.
Assumption (L) Assume that Z := Z 0 is a random element of (?1; 1] and there exist a jointly measurable function D(u; v; x; z) of variables u 0, v 0, x 0, z 2 (?1; 1] with values in 0; 1] which is a d.f. of the variable u for all v; x; z, and such that for all = ((t n ; z n )) D n (u; z 0 ; v 0 ; n?1 ; t n ) = D(u; v ? n (v 0 ; ); x n ; z n?1 ); n > 1; D 1 (u; z 0 ; v 0 ; t 1 ) = D(u; v 0 + t 1 ; t 1 ; z 0 ); v; t 1 0; for v ? n (v 0 ; ) := v n?1 (v 0 ; )+x n , x n = t n ?t n?1 , where the functions v n , n 1, are de ned by the equality V n = v n (V 0 ; T 1 ; Z 1 ; : : : ; T n ; Z n ).
Take again two independent sequences (Y n ; n 2 Z Z) and (U n ; n 2 Z Z) of i.i.d. random variables with d.f. F and with the uniform distribution on 0; 1], respectively, that are independent of (Z 0 ; V 0 ). Under (L), we shall study the following recursion for all n 2 Z Z:
n =V n?1 + (V n?1 ; Y n ); (3.5) Z n = D ?1 (U n ;V ? n ; (V n?1 ; Y n );Ẑ n?1 ); (3.6) V n = (1 ?Ẑ n )(V n?1 + (V n?1 ; Y n )):
Starting this recursion for example with (Ẑ 0 ;V 0 ) := (Z 0 ; V 0 ) one obtains a sequence ((X n ;Ẑ n )); n 1) which has the same distribution as ((X n ; Z n ); n 1) (see Lemma 3.5), whereX n = ( is continuous in (v; x; z). Let further be the assumptions of the DFR case (resp. the IFR case) be satis ed. If V 0 = 0 and Z 0 = 1 then: (i) The joint distribution of (X n ; V ? n ; V n ; Z n ) tends with n ! 1 to a limit. The sequence ((V ? n ; V n ; (1 ? Z n )); n 1) is stochastically increasing and (X n ; n 1) is stochastically increasing (resp. decreasing).
(ii) If the limit distribution of (V ? n ) in (i) is honest, then there exists a stationary and ergodic sequence ((X o n ; V o? n ; V o n ; Z o n ); n 2 Z Z) satisfying (3. as required by our model, see Last and Szekli (1997) .
Example 3.9 If D is as in Example 2.1 (i) (Kijima II) or (iv), with p(t) decreasing in t then the assumptions of Theorem 3.7 are ful lled. The case p(t) = p, which is the imperfect repair policy is a special case. Also (v) in Example 2.1 with g(x) such that g(x)=x is decreasing in x is applicable for IFR and DFR life distributions.
It is interesting to notice that it is possible to have V n ! 1, and at the same time X n convergent to a nontrivial proper limit. This fact will be clear from the following theorem.
Theorem 3.10 Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 3.7 are ful lled and assume that lim t!1 r(t) = , where 0 < < 1. If V 0 = 0 and Z 0 = 1, then X n converges monotonically in distribution to the random variable (V o 1 ; Y ), which is nite a.s., where V o 1 has the limit distribution of (V n ) and Y is distributed according to F and independent of V o 1 . If V o 1 = 1 a.s., then the limit distribution of (X n ) is exponential with mean value 1= . Moreover EX n ! m o < 1, n ! 1. Proof. Because (v; policy is a special case. Also (v) in Example 2.1 with g(x)=x decreasing in x is usable with gamma life distributions. For these repair policies X n tends in distribution to a proper limit and EX n tends to a nite constant.
We turn our attention to the question when the limit distributions in Theorem 3.7 are all proper. The answer will be given in terms of the mean residual life functions de ned by (3.9) and the function which is roughly speaking the minimal average degree of repair that receives an item at failure having its virtual age before repair equal to v (we set d (0) which is nite by (3.12) and the fact that can be chosen arbitrary small. For V 0 = 0 the sequence (V ? n ; V n ) is stochastically increasing so the sequence EV ? n is increasing and from (3.13) bounded which ensures the convergence of EV n . The other assertions follow from the inequalities V n V ? n and X n V ? n , which completes the proof in the DFR case. (3.14) We can interpret this condition as follows. In the DFR case if our system operates according to F having the mean residual life function m(v), which is necessarily increasing, and which increases not faster than linearly with a coe cient c then to obtain the system eventually stable (with nite limits and mean values) it su ces to adjust the minimal average degree of repair d above the level c=(1 + c). Another interpretation is that if the minimal average degree of repair d is speci ed on some level between 0 and 1 then to receive system eventually stable it su ces to use items with a life distribution function F whose mean residual life function m(v) increases more slowly than linearly with the coe cient d=(1?d). Note that in the IFR case the system becomes stable always, provided d > 0. In both IFR and DFR cases the inter-failure times exhibit a trend before reaching stationarity. Example 3.14 If D is as in Example 2.1 (i) (Kijima II) or (iv), with p(t) decreasing in t (to a limit > 0) (the case p(t) = p 2 (0; 1), is the imperfect repair policy) or (v) with g(x) such that g(x)=x is decreasing in x to a limit > 0 then for all IFR life times, for DFR life times with lim t!1 r(t) = , 0 < < 1, and life times with DFR Weibull distributions (as described above) the vector (V ? n ; V n ; X n ) tends monotonically in distribution to a proper limit and the corresponding mean values tend monotonically to nite constants (the system exhibits a trend). For the Pareto life distribution with density a (1+x) 1+a ; x > 0; a > 1, it su ces to assume in addition, correspondingly, that EZ n > 1=a (Kijima II), lim t!1 p(t) > 1=a (iv), and lim x!1 g(x)=x > 1=a.
The above results do not answer the question whether there is a unique solution of (3.5){(3.8). A positive answer is provided by the next theorem, were we deal with the case when the distribution functions D(u; v; x; z) have a positive mass at least p > 0, say, at 1, uniformly for all v; x; z. If we realize then ((X o? ; V o? n ; V o n ); n 1) as well as ((X n ; V ? n ; V n ); n 1), with the appropriate corresponding initial conditions, by the recursion (3.5){(3.8) utilizing the same driving sequence ((Y n ; U n )), these sequences eventually couple, i.e. there exists a nite random variable K, de ned on the same probability space, such that (X o? ; V o? n ; V o n ) = (X n ; V ? n ; V n ) for all n K. This coupling entails the convergence in total variation. Recall that the total variation distance between two probability measures P 1 and P 2 on a measurable space is de ned by jjP 1 ? P 2 jj := 2 sup jP 1 (A) ? P 2 (A)j; where the supremum is taken over all measurable sets A. . We may assume then that (X n ; V ? n ; V n ; Z n ), n 1, is also given by this recursion. Now we de ne K := inffi 1 : U i 1 ? p; U i+1 1 ? pg as the the rst epoch when a series of two perfect repairs takes place. By our assumptions this is obviously a coupling time. Moreover, we have Ec K < 1 for some c > 1 and this implies the assertions of the theorem, see Lindvall (1993, p. 15 ).
The use of Loynes' lemma in this section allowed us to show the existence of a limit under some monotonicity assumptions. We also assumed that the dependency structure is a one step dependency. A similar Loynes scheme can be built for models with longer range dependencies. We shall not describe in detail this extension because models with random length memory will be considered in the next section in a more general setting.
Harris recurrence and geometric ergodicity
In this subsection we shall study asymptotic behavior of our model in a more general situation than the IFR case or DFR case. First we shall work under the condition (L) formulated in Subsection 3.1. Then = ( n ) = ((X n ; V n ; Z n ); n 0) (X 0 := 0) is a Markov process with state space Y := IR + 0; t F ) (?1; 1] and we shall use the approach of Tweedie (1992, 1993) so that condition (DD2') is implied by the assumption (3.20) . By (3.17) and (3.19) , the function f(v) + E V 1 j 0 = (x; v; z)] is bounded on A and we apply Theorem 4.6 from Meyn and Tweedie (1992) to conclude that ( n ) is a positive Harris recurrent chain and that (3.21) holds.
(ii) The additional assumptions imply that (A) > 0. Moreover, a straightforward calculation shows that, for all (x; v; z) 2 A, P( 3 2 j 0 = (x; v; z)) a 3 Z Z 1f(1 ? z)x v 0 ; x v 0 gQ(dz)F(dx) ( ):
By the assumptions of (ii) the above right-hand side is a positive multiple of . Taking into account (3.24), we obtain from Theorem 5.4.4 in Meyn and Tweedie (1993) Of particular importance is the choice f(v) = 1 in the drift condition (3.20). Then (3.22) expresses the convergence of the transition probabilities to the invariant probability measure in the total variation norm. Another special case is f(v) = v + 1 described in the following corollary. Proof. Theorem 3.16 applies with f(v) = v + 1, 0 < < 0 , and a possibly enlarged set B. Condition (3.19 which is nite from (3.27). The asserted convergence follows again from (3.22).
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In fact condition (3.25) implies the so-called geometric ergodicity. which implies the geometric drift condition (V4) in Meyn and Tweedie (1993, p. 367) for the test function V (x; v; z) = v+1. The assertion (3.29) now follows from Theorem 15.0.1 in Meyn and Tweedie (1993) . 2 We can use the above theorem to extend our standard example.
Example 3.20 Consider life times with m F < 1 and r(t) > 0, t 2 0; t F ). If D is as in Example 2.1 (i) (Kijima II) with EZ n > 0 or (iv), with p(t) such that liminf t!1 p(t) > 0 (the case p(t) = p 2 (0; 1), is the imperfect repair policy) or (v) with g(x) such that liminf x!1 g(x)=x > 0 then for all life time ditributions which are not heavy tailed, and for heavy tailed life distributions for which m(v)=v ! 0; v ! 1 (e.g. Weibull)
the vector (V n ; X n ; Z n ) tends in total variation geometrically fast to a proper limit for any initial conditions, the corresponding mean values tend to nite constants. For the Pareto life distribution with density a (1+x) 1+a ; x > 0; a > 1, we have to assume in addition, correspondingly, that EZ n > 1=a (Kijima II), liminf t!1 p(t) > 1=a (iv), and liminf x!1 g(x)=x > 1=a.
Finite Memory
We now develop a more general model by allowing our processes to have memory of a random but nite length. We assume that Z = ((X n ; V n ; Z n ); n = 0; ?1; : : :) and think of Z as a history of a repairable system. It is convenient to introduce random elements n := (X n ; V n ; Z n ), n 2 Z Z, of Y = IR + 0; t F ) (?1; 1]. The sequence M n := ( n ; n?1 ; : : :), n 1, represents the complete history (memory) of the repairable system at failure epochs T n and we let M 0 := Z . The space of possible realizations of M n is G := Y I N . To formalize the idea of a nite memory we need the concept of a stopping time in discrete time. This is a mapping T : G ! IN f1g such that the events fT(g) ng, n 2 IN, depend only on the rst coordinates. This means that there are mappings ' n : Y n ! f0; 1g such that 1fT(g) ng = ' n (g 1 ; : : : ; g n ); g = (g 1 ; g 2 ; : : :) 2 G:
Following Br emaud and Massouli e (1994) we call a stopping time consistent if T((g 1 ; g 2 ; : : :)) 1 + T((g 2 ; g 3 ; : : :)); g = (g 1 ; g 2 ; : : :) 2 G:
We shall use a condition (FM) which is more general than the assumption (L). It is an assumption on the family D although the latter is not explicitly mentioned. Assumption (FM) There exists a jointly measurable function D(u; g; x; v) of variables g 2 G, x 0, v 2 0; t F ) with values in 0; 1] which is a distribution function of the variable u for all g; x; z, and such that almost surely P(Z n+1 2 jM n ; X n+1 ; V ? where g = (g 1 ; g 2 ; : : :) 2 G, k = 1; 2; : : :.
Assumption (FM) allows to model situations where degrees of repairs can depend on some previous speci ed con gurations of repair degrees, virtual ages and inter-failure times or on some cumulative characteristics build on them in the past.
We adopt for all initial conditions Z the usual structural equations V n = (1 ? Z n )(V n?1 + X n ); n = 0; : : :; ?T(Z ) + 2: Together with Z and ((T n ; Z n )) we consider another repair process ((T 0 n ; Z 0 n ); n 1) with some initial age V 0 0 for which the sequence (Z 0 n ; n 1) is iid with the marginal distribution Q used in (4.3) and independent of V 0 0 and (T 0 n ; n 1), see Example 2.1 (i). This outline de nes 0 n = (X 0 n ; V 0 n ; Z 0 n ) for n 1. Similarly as (3.10), we de ne Proof. (i) The proof follows the lines of the proof of Theorem 3.16. We use Theorem 4.6 of Meyn and Tweedie (1992) with V (y) denoting the current virtual age associated with y, i.e. we put V (y) = v for y = (g 1 ; g 2 ; : : :) with g 1 = (x; v; z), and we take A := fy 2 Y : V (y) 2 Bg.
Similarly as in (3.24) we have for n 2 and V 0 v 0 P(( n ; : : :; 2 ) 2 j 0 ) a n n ( ); Note that F(v 0 ) ?1 n is the conditional distribution of ( 0 n ; : : : ; 0 2 ) given that V 0 0 = v 0 .
Since T is a stopping time we nd mappings n : Y n ! f0; 1g such that 1fT(g) = ng = n (g 1 ; : : :; g n ); g = (g 1 ; g 2 ; : : :) 2 G: We have an important corollary the proof of which is adapted from Lindvall (1988 as m ! 1. Proof. Let P y ( ) denote the conditional distribution P(((X n ; V n ; Z n ); n 1) 2 j 0 = y) which is at the same time a version of the conditional distribution P((X n+m ; V n+m ; Z n+m ); n 1) 2 j m = y): M is not attained, a repair of the same type but with a greater mean value is performed.
Similarly as in previous examples, if r(t) > 0; t 2 0; t F ) then for life time distributions with nite mean values which are not heavy tailed, and for heavy tailed distributions for which m(v)=v ! 0; v ! 1 (e.g. Weibull) n tends in total variation to a proper limit for any initial conditions, the corresponding mean values tend to nite constants. For the Pareto life distribution with density a (1+x) 1+a , x > 0; a > 1, it su ces to assumein addition, that d 1 > 1=a. Let us consider the following extremal case. Fix a large m > 0, take n = 1 and keep on increasing K. If the maintenance level is small enough we approach the following policy taken from many variations of the replacement policies reviewed by Beichelt (1993) . In this policy the rst l ? 1 failures are removed by minimal repairs (l 2 IN). The l-th failure is then removed by a replacement (Z l = 1). The next l ? 1 failures are then again removed by minimal repairs, and the (2l)th one is removed by a replacement, etc. In contrast to our approximating models, this policy does not ful ll the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, because (4.3) fails to hold, and we see that it has a periodic nature. This example can be modi ed to have a random memory by taking l as the number of previous degrees of repairs just before a failure which do not exceed Kn=(m + Kn).
